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A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S
 

This Guide is compiled by the University of Newcastle Law Students’ Association

(UNLSA) Sponsorship Portfolio to assist you in navigating the clerkship process. 

We wish to extend our sincere thanks to all who sponsored and contributed to the 2021

UNLSA Clerkship Guide. Without your support, this publication would not be possible!
 

DISCLAIMER: The articles and opinions expressed in this publication are not necessarily
those of law students, the UNLSA, the editors or the University of Newcastle Faculty of
Law. Whilst every effort in the process of creating the 2021 Clerkship Guide has been
made to warrant the accuracy of its contents, the editors are not responsible for any
errors, omissions, misuse or misunderstandings on the part of any person who used or
relied upon this publication.

Thank you to our sponsors!
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W E L C O M E  F R O M  T H E
D E A N :  P R O F E S S O R  T A N I A
S O U R D I N

It is with great pleasure that I introduce the 2021 Clerkship Guide that has been compiled by the

University of Newcastle Law Students' Association. We are proud of the success that past

students have had with clerkships and this success is partly because of the very positive

interactions that our law students have with one another. Your capacity to support one another

throughout your law school and later career journey is also critical in terms of your success and

we are very proud of the way in which you work hard to share information, and talk about your

Law School in a positive way in a competitive employment market. Within the pages of this

Guide you will find useful advice, tips and illuminating material that will help you develop your

law career.

I often have an opportunity to talk with senior lawyers about what they are seeking in new

employees and the key attributes that seem most important include interest and engagement (a

‘spark’), great relationship skills, a collaborative approach, curiosity, flexibility as well as

developed communication skills. All law firms know that as a Newcastle Law graduate you will

know the law and the ‘basics’. What gives you an extra edge is your clinical experience, your

positive attitude, a great work ethic and personal values that ensure that you can work with a

range of clients and people. Do think about practical examples you can provide to showcase

your talent – we know that your law school experience and life experience will give you more to

draw upon than most. Please also do use our skills and attributes brochure – it really helps to

demonstrate how Newcastle Law School graduates stand out from others. The shift to more

contextual law recruitment is, we know, already benefiting many of our students with a number of

our past students attaining excellent work opportunities each year and the experience of

applying can be very useful – no matter what your future career intentions are.

A clerkship can give you a great introduction to life in the law and can enable you

to think about where and how you want to work into the future. In addition, you

can be introduced to some brilliant legal minds and you have a chance to more

carefully ponder what sort of lawyer you want to become by working with some

great legal talent. 
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It is important to recognise that clerkships with big firms are not for everyone. These

arrangements will suit many of our students however some of you will crave different

opportunities. Our graduates remain in high demand across the justice sector and many past

graduates have found jobs outside law firms. 

Also, in 2021, a large number of our students have been successful in obtaining positions as

Associates, Tipstaves and researchers with judges and this pathway can also result in a very

worthwhile start to your law career. I encourage you to ‘think big’ and also consider in house

organisational roles (in government and in industry) as well as the great clerkship opportunities

that are outlined in this excellent guide.

 

Best wishes from all us at Newcastle Law School are with you as you continue your law career

journey.

W E L C O M E  F R O M  T H E
D E A N :  P R O F E S S O R  T A N I A
S O U R D I N
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Welcome to the UNLSA Clerkship Guide for 2021!

We understand that the clerkship process may be something of an unknown to many of you
and we hope that you find this guide helpful in navigating this process, and that it will be able to
assist you in making an informed decision as there are many options available to you in the
coming months.
 

Foremost, we would like to take the opportunity to thank all of our sponsors, without
whom this guide would not be possible. Clerkships are the perfect opportunity to gain enriching
experience in private practice, work alongside skilled practitioners and take a first-hand look
into the commercial law world. This process may seem daunting at first, however, it is important
to take a step back and look at the big picture and take full advantage of opportunities as they
present themselves. So, who knows, you may just receive an offer! 
 

This guide will aim to help you in the first half of the clerkship process, with improvements on
your CV and Cover Letter, as well as interview tips and preparation. The second half of the
guide will give you details surrounding some of the commercial firms that provide clerkship
programs. Clerkships are just one avenue you can explore; we have therefore included some
examples of other paths you could take – it is worth using your initiative.
 

Whether you chose a commercial law career path or even a private practice career path, a law
degree offers you many possibilities and a unique skill set. Do not be disheartened if you do not
receive a clerkship offer, remain resilient and open to new experiences.

The Careers team wish all of the 2021 applicants the best of luck and every success!

W O R D  O F  W E L C O M E  F R O M  T H E
2 0 2 1  C A R E E R S  T E A M

 

Hollie Hughes
Co-Director of Careers

Harrison Thomas
Director of Local Sponsorship

Jesse Franks
President

Jackson Price
Vice-President (Sponsorship)

Isabella Meade
Co-Director of Careers
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What Is A Clerkship?
 
A clerkship is paid work experience during the penultimate year of study that is offered to many
students across the country. Clerkship programs usually run for 8-12 weeks over the university
summer break at whichever firm’s office. Commercial firms use this time as a graduate
recruitment opportunity and it gives students an opportunity to consider whether commercial law
is right for them. While clerkships are certainly a fantastic opportunity, they are by no means the
only opportunity available for students to experience commercial law. 

 

Online Applications Submitted
Psychometric Testing
Cocktail Evening
First Round Interviews
Second Round Interviews
Cocktail Evening
Acceptance of Offers

Overview Of The Clerkship Process: 
 
The clerkship application process consists of seven general steps, which vary in order
and form from firm to firm.

 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

 

C L E R K S H I P  B A S I C S

Tuesday 8 June - Applications for summer clerkships open.

Sunday 4 July and midnight 14 July - Applications for summer clerkships close.

Wednesday 15 September - Offers for summer clerkships can be made.

Thursday 16 September - Offers for summer clerkships must be accepted or declined by

5.00pm.

Key Dates
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C L E R K S H I P  B A S I C S

What Are The Firms Looking For?
 
When it comes to selecting the ideal candidate, a firm will consider rounded-out individuals that
bring a diverse range of skills and experiences to the clerkship. When determining what qualities
you should highlight in your applications, consider the features that will really make you stand
out, such as:

 
1.  Grades: Firms will look at your academic transcript, so good grades will help. However, if
your GPA is not fantastic, experience and extracurricular activities will also help you to secure a
clerkship. 
 
2.  Work Experience: This does not exclusively mean legal work experience. Previous
Newcastle clerks have been keen to point out that firms look at the transferable skills from
hospitality, retail and other industries. Make sure you include these learned work skills to your
CV (APPLICATION HACK: if you are enrolled in the Diploma of Legal Practice and are
completing/have completed your PLT at the University of Newcastle Legal Centre, you are
considered a ‘Law Clerk’. So, make sure you include this in your CV as legal work experience!
 
3.  Extracurricular Activities: If your grades aren’t your strongest selling point, be sure to
mention your extracurricular activities! These should be limited to academic activities (e.g.
overseas study, UNLSA competitions, University volunteer work) – your sporting activities can
be mentioned in the following section: “Interests Outside of the Law”. 
 
4.  Interests Outside of the Law: This section should not be overlooked - this is what will
make you personable to an interview panel. Firms don’t only want someone who is the ideal
candidate on the academic front, they also want someone who they can have a chat with in the
corridor or have a round of Friday night drinks. You should include sporting interests, social
clubs or even some of your adventures travelling overseas. 

5.  Commercial Awareness: It is important that when seeking a clerkship in commercial law
that you show your passion and interest in learning about the work that commercial lawyers do.
This does not mean that you need a business or commercial degree; you just need to be eager
to learn about what drives the clients of the firm and the particular pressures (financial,
environmental, political or otherwise) that they face.
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Banking & Finance
Competition & Consumer Law
Corporate
Construction 
Dispute Resolution & Litigation
Employment
Environment & Planning 
Insurance
Intellectual Property
Mergers & Acquisitions
Real Estate & Projects
Restructuring & Insolvency
Tax
Technology, Media & Telecommunications
Workplace Health & Safety

Practice Groups

During a clerkship, firms usually conduct two rotations between practice groups to
ensure that all the clerks get a well-rounded view of the work that the firm does.
This will differ depending on the firm, but common areas of practice include:
 

 

C L E R K S H I P  B A S I C S

 

 
TIP: You should consider applying to a firm that has a practice area that you show particularly

strong interest in to increase the likelihood of securing a clerkship. You can show your passion

for this practice area by researching the practice groups that are available and tailoring your

application to demonstrate what your specific interests are. By mentioning this in your Cover

Letter, you can show how committed you are to commercial law. Be sure to follow up on your

interests during cocktail evenings to find out more about what each practice group entails, as

this will remind the recruiters that you are the ideal candidate for the clerkship. 

Legal Vitae
The Law Society has now launched a great jobs portal nationwide, for students
and graduates. Legal Vitae is free for students and provides an exhaustive list
of clerkship opportunities across Australia. Visit: www.legalvitae.com.au 8

http://www.legalvitae.com.au/


T H E  A P P L I C A T I O N
P R O C E S S

The application process differs from firm to firm, but typically you will be required to provide a

Cover Letter, your CV and Academic Transcript. You may also be required to answer some

additional questions that are specific to the firm regarding why you would be a good fit for a

clerkship there. 

 Getting Started:
So, you have decided to apply for a clerkship, now what? It is crucial to be strategic in your
applications and not leave them until the last minute is you hope to be successful. Here are
a few tips to help you maximise your efficiency when applying.

Getting Started early:
When applications open, instead of just bookmarking the page, actually check the
information that each firm requires and have a look at the types of questions they are
asking. The sooner you start the better and you can always come back and finish your
application later. 

Research the firms:
Don’t just apply to a firm you have no idea about. It is important that you check out the firm's
website and any other secondary sources you can find to learn about the firm’s culture,
recent cases and what sets them apart. This will allow you to tailor your application to match
the firm's desired clerkship candidate.

Talk to people in the know:
Seek out people who have been through the process and ask them about their experience.
Reach out to a final year law student at UON who you think may have gotten a clerkship in
2020 and ask them some questions, you can never be too prepared!

9



USEFUL TIPS FOR WRITING YOUR COVER LETTER:

Why are you interested in commercial law? (WHY
COMMERCIAL LAW)

Why are you interested in that particular firm? (WHY
THIS FIRM)

Why are you a suitable candidate? (WHY ME)
 

A Cover Letter is your chance to make a

great first impression. Recruitment teams

do not spend long looking through each

application, so it is vital that you stand out

from the get go. There should be three

overarching questions that are answered

within your cover letter: 

C O V E R  L E T T E R

Nail these and you’re giving yourself the best chance possible to get an interview.

Use a formal business letter format and keep it to one page. 
Address the letter to the contact person specified in the job
advertisement. If you are unsure who to address your application to, call
the firm and ask. Worst case scenario put “Recruitment team”. 
Tailor your Cover Letter to the firm. To do this effectively, research the
areas of law the firm specialises in and any high-profile cases or deals
they have been involved with. 10



USEFUL TIPS FOR WRITING YOUR COVER LETTER:

If you have met representatives of the firm at an event, mention that in your cover

letter.

Differentiate yourself (firms are going to be reading a lot of these, so make yourself

stand out!). 

Sell yourself! Emphasise your strengths and be enthusiastic about the challenges

that lie ahead. Show a sincere interest in the position being sought. 

Proofread, proofread, proofread! When you are writing multiple cover letters, it is

easy for an error to slip by undetected, so get someone else to proofread your

cover letter. A fresh set of eyes can pick up a lot! 

For the key of professionalism, ensure you send a PDF and not a Word version of

your application.

C O V E R  L E T T E R

EXAMPLE COVER LETTER:

Your Name 
Address First Line 

Address Second Line 
Email Address 

Mobile 
Date 

 
Contact Person Name 
Job Title 
Firm Name 
Firm Address First Line 
Firm Address Second Line 

Dear Mr/Mrs <insert name>

RE: Application for <insert firm name> Summer Clerkship 2019/2020. 

11



C O V E R  L E T T E R

EXAMPLE COVER LETTER:

[Paragraph 1] Introduce yourself to the firm by making a clear statement about who you
are and that you wish to express your interest in the 2019/2020 Summer Clerkship
program at their Sydney office. Mention what year you are in, what you are studying or
have studied (include any majors) and your GPA. 

[Paragraph 2] Use this paragraph to explain why you are interested in commercial law.
You do not have to have a business/commerce degree, but explain why you think that this
area is for you. 

[Paragraph 3] Convey why you want to work at that specific firm. Highlight why you are
applying for the clerkship and what attracts you to that firm. Include any opportunities and
challenges that the position presents and how they apply to you. Refer to specific
examples from the firm (past clients, recent cases, areas of law you are interested in) and
show examples of how you are passionate about those areas. Also mention if you have
had any meaningful encounters with firm representatives and what you took away from
this. 

[Paragraph 4] Explain why you should get the job. Demonstrate how you satisfy each
individual selection criteria (if applicable) by drawing upon personal, legal and other
experience. Supplement your CV by highlighting why you will add value to the firm.

[Paragraph 5] Express your willingness and availability to meet and discuss the role
further. Also refer to other documents attached as required (CV, references etc). 

Yours sincerely, 

<Include a scanned / real signature here for a personal touch>
Your name
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C O V E R  L E T T E R

SELECTION CRITERIA: WHY ARE THEY SO
IMPORTANT?

 

Employers may advertise positions listing the specific set of skills, experience, or abilities

required to perform the role. These are known as selection criteria and can range from

broad skills to specific qualifications. 

Common examples include good communication skills, good organisational skills, the

ability to work as a team and a relevant university degree. Make a list of keywords from

the selection criteria and address these in your Curriculum Vitae (CV). It is important that

you do this in your cover letter to capture the employer’s attention. 

13



What to include:
 Personal details: You must always include

your full name, address and contact details
(email address and mobile number) in your
CV.

Education: Briefly list your current education
history, you should also include your GPA,
any additional courses you have undertaken
(e.g practical skills courses) and awards you
may have received.

Work experience: List all your previous work
experience you have. Skills you have
obtained in previous employment, such as
hospitality, can be valuable and
interchangeable in a legal workplace.

Extra-curricular activities: List all your extra-
curricular activities you have undertaken, such
as, clubs, tutoring, mentoring, academic
competitions and musical activities or
programs. This can highlight your initiative
both inside and outside the workplace.

 
C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E  ( C V )

 
The CV is a powerful self-marketing tool which enables you to showcase your skills and

attributes to a potential employer/firm. A CV that highlights your career aspirations,

skills and work experience, which is also formatted well, leaves a lasting impression on

potential employers, making your application shine! To create an immediate impression

and increase your chances of securing an interview, we have you covered in this

section with some information to help you write your CV.
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Tips and tricks:
 

List things in reverse chronology, make sure the most recent information is at

the top and make your way down the list. 

Short and snappy is best, if you are wondering whether to keep something in it

may be best to cut, two pages maximum is recommended. 

Formatting is also key to making your CV stand out. Presentation can mean

your CV is easy to read, be consistent with fonts and formatting. Use bullet

points and subheadings to make it easier to read.

Make sure your email used is professional, full name is best for this. Your

hotmail account name from high school may not leave a great impression.

Research what the firm's values are, tailor your CV to represent the values you

share with the firm.

Make sure you utilise keywords and phrases employment databases may look

for such as, “teamwork”, “negotiation”, “communication”.

 
C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E  ( C V )

 
Other interests: list your hobbies and what
you enjoy doing in your spare time, include
sports, music, volunteer and overseas travel.

References: Ideally you should have a
minimum of two professional references who
can make comments on your skills and work
ethic.

Here are some handy tips to make your CV stand out!

15



 
C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E  ( C V )

 
Final important tip: Make sure you have read your CV and are ready to discuss any detail of it.
Interviews may ask questions based off of your CV and tailor them to specifically relate to skills
and experience you have presented. Another good idea is to think of specific stories and tips
that relate to previous work experience if a question is asked.

 

Example CV: 
 
 Your name

Address
Phone Number
Email Address
LinkedIn link

 
Education

<Insert date(s)>                              Bachelor of Laws (Honours)/Diploma of Legal Practice 
                                                                                        University of Newcastle (4th year)  
GPA: XX 

 
<Insert date(s)>                                                                                       <Other education> 
                                                                                                                         <Institution> 

 

Awards

 
<Insert date(s)>                                                                                     <Scholarship Title> 

                                                                                                                        
 <Organisation / Company> 

 
<Insert date(s)>                                                                                              <Award Title> 

                                                                                                                           
 <Organisation / Company> 
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C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E  ( C V )

  

Example CV: 
 
 

Legal Experience 
 

<Insert date(s)>                                         
                                                                                                                                                      
<Company> 
                                                                
                                                     
<Insert date(s)>                                          

<Company> 
                                                                   
                                                                                             

 
Employment History 

<Insert date(s)>                                                                           
                                                                                                                                                       
<Company> 

                                                                  

<Insert date(s)>                                                                              
                                                                                                                                            
 <Company>                                                                         

 

 
Extra-curricular Activity

 
<Insert date(s)>                                                      

 
 
 

<Insert date(s)>                                                                     

17

<Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills>

<Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills>

<Title e.g. Paralegal> 

        
                                             
<Title e.g. Research Assistant> 

                                                                                             

<Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills>

<Short explanation of the role, including relevant skills>

<Title, e.g. Bartender> 

<Title, e.g. Concierge> 

 
<Position e.g. Director of Publications> 
<Organisation / Company e.g. UNLSA>

<Position e.g. Student Mentor> 
<Organisation e.g. University of Newcastle> 



 
C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E  ( C V )

 
 

Example CV: 
 
 

 
Other Interests

 
<Insert date(s)>  

 
 
 

<Insert date(s)>                                              

Referees: 

Name                 

Title/Position

Organisation/Company

Phone Number 

Email Address

Name 

Title/Position

Organisation/Company

Phone Number 

Email Address

TIP: Don’t forget to contact your referees before putting them down, so that they
are prepared to say great things about you if given a call!

18

<Competitor> 
<Event e.g. City 2 Surf> 

<Volunteer Surf Lifesaving> 
<Organisation / Company e.g. Merewether Surf Club> 
 



Congratulations if you make it to the interview stage! The interview round is a great
achievement so remember that. Interviews can be one of the most daunting aspects to the
clerkship process and interviews will differ from firm to firm. So, it’s important to understand
what is required from you early on in the process. Commonly, firms will have two rounds of
interviews with applicants, this is usually in combination with information sessions and/or
cocktail events. No matter the outcome, the experience and skills you could learn from these
interviews are invaluable. 

Before the interview: It is only natural to be nervous

prior to an interview. With the right preparation

however, some of the stress of this process can be

alleviated. Prepare some dot points of what you

would like to bring up with the interviewer as well

as questions, this can make conversations run

smoother and reduce any awkwardness or being

put on the spot. If you can, research your

interviewers beforehand as most firms will tell you

who they are prior to the interview. Dress

professionally for the occasion also.

 
T H E  I N T E R V I E W  P R O C E S S

Common Interview Questions Asked:
 

Q. Why are you interested in working at this firm?
 

A: It is important to showcase your interest in that particular firm and a number of
reasons why you are. Demonstrate your not just interested in a clerkship at any
firm but that one in particular. A great idea is to mention any encounter you have
had with people at the firm, such as at a careers roadshow, during an event or
student representatives. Also mention the areas of practice that interest you
which the firm may specialise in. If you want to go the extra mile, mention any
cases or the future direction of the firm, make sure you can substantiate your
answers if asked questions. 19



 
T H E  I N T E R V I E W  P R O C E S S

 

Q. Why do you think that you are suited for the clerkship program?

A. The question is great in allowing you the chance to speak of your skills and ability to assess
your own capabilities. This also can highlight to firms your self-confidence. Draw upon your
experiences in work or study that showcase your skills and attributes. Remember, the firm is
not looking for the skillset of a graduated lawyer, therefore, highlight your willingness to learn
and overcome challenges you may face.

 

Q. Tell us about a time you faced a challenge and how you were able to
overcome it?

A. As mentioned before, this is your chance to draw from previous experience and stories

that outline skills you have. Clearly outline what the problem was, the steps you took to

overcome the issue and the end result, try to make this end positively. 

 

Q. What are your long term career goals? 

A. As a Summer Clerk you will not be expected to know your long term career goals or
exact career path you will take. Giving an answer that is consistent with what you would
expect from your employer will work best. 

 

Q. What are your strengths and weaknesses?

A. Self-awareness can go a long way with employers so some self-reflection of your strengths
and weaknesses is appreciated by firms. Your ability to self-evaluate, don’t exaggerate and
don’t be too humble is how you should phrase your answer to the question. When you do
discuss your weakness, highlight how you are working on improving yourself and give specific
examples of commitment to self-improving. 

 

Q. Do you have any questions you would like to ask us?

A. This is a classic interview question, so be prepared as this will most likely be
asked! Have questions prepared for the interviewer about the firm or the clerkship
itself and the role. Some areas you may like to ask questions about can include, the
work-life balance of the firm, the culture of the firm, your interviewers career
trajectory, future direction and goals of the firm and what type of work you would be
doing as a junior lawyer if you were to work at the firm. It’s best to avoid questions
about salary in the first interview unless it is brought up. 20



Conversation interview style: These are often more informal in nature, they will often also like
you to expand on your CV and discuss what you have mentioned in your application. So, be
sure to review your CV and application so you are prepared for any questions.

Behavioural interview style: The interviews often ask you to demonstrate how you conduct
yourself in aspects of your life such as work and studies. These are commonly used so firms
have an indication of how you may react to a situation you are presented in a workplace. The
best method to utalise is the STAR method:

 

 
I N T E R V I E W  S T Y L E

Each firm as mentioned treats interviews differently. Interviews will also be influenced by if

you're being interviewed by a HR representative or a legal practitioner that works at the firm.

Generally, interviews will adopt either a conversational style interview or a behavioural style

interview, some can even be a combination of the two.  

Provide a situation example that you have been involved in, relating to the question.

Situation:

Task:

Describe what was involved in addressing the problem.

Action:
Describe how you performed these tasks, any further problems you encountered and
how these were overcome.

Result:
End positively by explaining the outcome of the solved problem.

21



Be punctual: Aim to arrive early by around
10-15 minutes. Make sure you have
prepared where you are going and how to
get there, allow yourself some wriggle room
if you make a wrong turn or two! Make sure
you do not underestimate the lift travel time,
particularly in larger firms with large office’s.
If for unforeseen circumstance will make you
late, call the appropriate person and notify
them as soon as you know and explain the
situation. Give them an estimated arrival
time.

Greet: Make sure you always greet your
interviewer with a smile and firm handshake.
Try to remember the names of the people
you are introduced to and always remain
polite if offered any refreshments.

 

 
I N T E R V I E W

On the day:

Body language: Body language makes up a large percentage of communication though we
may not alway think about it. Try to remain relaxed whilst still professional. Maintain good
eye contact and sit in nice posture. Avoid slouching, fidgeting or crossing your arms when in
the interview. 

Listen: Make sure you listen and understand the questions you are being asked. Answer
them fully. Each question is your opportunity to showcase why you are right for the firm!
Avoid one-word answers and give examples, make sure however you don't ramble or repeat
yourself.

Wear: Ensure you have appropriate professional attire. Before the interview day, have your
clothes ready to go, both washed and ironed. Mean should wear a full suit and tie, polished
black shoes and socks. Women should wear a pantsuit or skirt, appropriate shirt or blouse
and enclosed shoes. Allow yourself before your interview the chance to freshen up at a
nearby cafe or bathroom before walking in as you may have some walking to do 

      before you reach your destination. 22



What is an information/cocktail night? 
 

 
F I N A L  S T A G E S

Information and cocktail nights:

Cocktail nights are designed both for the candidate to get to know the firm better, and for the
firm to have a chance to learn more about the candidates in the hopes of finding the most
suitable student. It is common practice for firms to hold multiple information and/or cocktail
evenings during the interview process. Successfully navigating these nights requires a number
of interpersonal, networking and communication skills. An additional challenge that arose in
2020 is when these events became virtual. While this may not be the case for all firms in 2021,
we recommend that students prepare for both face-to-face and virtual events.

How to conquer your information/cocktail event 
 

Know the firm: In the weeks beforehand, stay up to
date with the news and current affairs. The big news
stories are great for conversation starters. A tip to
do this is to set up Google alerts on your email. This
means you will receive daily updates about where
the respective firm has been mentioned in the news
and it is an easy way to stay in the loop. 

Make a friend: Information nights also offer you the
chance to meet other candidates (and your potential
colleagues). They are in the same position as you,
and probably just as nervous, so don’t be afraid to
introduce yourself - it helps to have a friend to share
the experience with! Be open to making a friend
early by starting conversations with people, whether
it be at the front door, in the lift or in the bathroom!

Eat and relax beforehand: Eat beforehand - this means you won’t be
uncomfortable and hungry whilst you’re there (or stuffing your face with
nibbles at every opportunity). If you’re there for free food, you should’ve
stayed in Newcastle and come to the UNLSA's free coffee and snack stall. 23



 Where to put your hands: If you are worried about your hands, try to keep them clasped
behind your back or in front of you. Nervous fiddling won’t do you any favours. You could
even keep a drink in one hand to keep your hands occupied (just make sure you aren’t
constantly drinking the contents!).

Don’t get drunk: Cocktail nights are often the last formality before the clerkship offers are
released. Don’t celebrate too hard, too early. The free alcohol may be tempting, but drinking
too much will not help your prospect.

Go and meet new people – you have nothing to lose! Use this opportunity to speak to as
many representatives of the firm as possible. Do not just target partners, but speak with
graduates and junior lawyers - they can give you some real insight into the life of the firm. It
can also help with later interviews to mention any meaningful encounters you might have
had with these members. 

 

Don’t try and have the most impressive conversation of your life - be yourself. Travel stories,
previous jobs, volunteer work, even your favourite subject are all great topics of conversation
that will help you make a positive impression. Being yourself will give you the best chance to
demonstrate that you are a confident candidate with great initiative and communication
skills. 

 
F I N A L  S T A G E S

Information and cocktail nights:

Also, remember that the firms are not there to find your faults. By being invited to these events,

you’ve already made a good impression, and the event is your opportunity to show why you are

the best fit for their firm. You can only do this by staying relaxed and being yourself. 
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O F F E R  D A Y

To allow the applicant to consider their options, firms will release all their offers on the same
day. These will be made via phone calls, emails or mail. The NSW Law Society has strict
requirements as to when applicants must accept or decline offers received. Check this guide,
above, for the relevant dates.
 
If you have received offers at multiple firms, it’s best practice to thank your interviewing
partners, even if you will not be accepting an offer from the firm. 

PLEASE NOTE: Other states have clerkship opportunities that abide by different dates, so
keep that in mind!

What happens if you are unsuccessful:

 
A clerkship is by no means the only way to embark upon a legal career. The skills you would
have gained from the process - in developing your CV, interview skills, and networking skills
- are not to be undervalued. 
 
A great idea is to seek feedback from the firm as to where you went wrong and what to
improve upon for the future. 
 
Most of all, look after yourself. A clerkship application, on top of all your other commitments,
will most likely be stressful, so don’t forget to give yourself a break! If you feel yourself
struggling, contact the University Counselling Services. 

The services they provide are free and can be contacted on (02) 4921 6622 or by visiting the
following website: https://www.newcastle.edu.au/current-
students/support/personal/counselling.
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Clayton Utz
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Gilbert + Tobin
Herbert Smith Freehills
McCullough Robertson
King & Wood Mallesons 
Allens
Ashurst
Baker McKenzie
MinterEllison
Allen & Overy  
Bird & Bird 
Clifford Chance  
Clyde & Co 
Gadens 
Holding Redlich 
HWL Ebsworth 
Johnson Winter & Slattery  
Jones Day  
K&L Gates 
Lander & Rogers 
Marque Lawyers 
Mills Oakley  
William Roberts Lawyers
SWS Lawyers 

 

 
W H E R E  T O  A P P L Y

You may also be interested in considering opportunities with the following organisations: 
. 

Commercial Law Firms:
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You may also be interested in considering opportunities with
the following organisations: 
. 

 
W H E R E  T O  A P P L Y

Government bodies:
 

Associateships 
Australian Law Reform Commission 
Australian Securities and Investment Commission  
Federal and NSW Government Departments 

 

Professional Services:
 

Deloitte 
Ernst & Young 
KPMG 
PricewaterhouseCoopers  
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O U R  S P O N S O R S
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HALL & WILCOX IS A LEADING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS LAW FIRM. TO MANY OF OUR
CLIENTS, WE ARE ALSO A COMMERCIAL ADVISOR AND STRATEGIC PARTNER, OPERATING
AS AN EXTENSION OF THEIR TEAM.

We deliver Smarter Law. This means being smarter
across our entire business for the benefit of our clients.
Our commitment to excellence and strong business
relationships underpins our progressive approach. We
are imaginative, agile, tech savvy, good value for money,
efficient, consistent and easy to do business with. We
collaborate with our clients to meet their individual and
unique needs.

Banking & Financial Services
Commercial Dispute Resolution
Corporate & Commercial
Employment
Insurance
Private Clients
Pro Bono
Property & Projects
Tax

We are a full service business law firm with a reputation
as a leading law firm across a number of core areas of
practice and sectors including:

We act nationally for Australian-based clients and multinational clients with Australian interests. Our
clients are businesses and business people, including public companies, private entities, public
sector organisations and business owners.



A  creative mind and a passion for technology and innovation.
An understanding of the changing legal landscape.
Varied life experiences including previous work experience (legal and/or non-legal) as well as
outside interests.
Strong and consistent academics and an involvement in extra-curricular activities.
Excellent communication skills, including language and interpersonal skills.

Application process for Seasonal Clerkship:

Applications for Seasonal Clerkships should be submitted via our website
https://hallandwilcox.com.au/careers/opportunities/ and should include a cover letter, details of your
work experience, extracurricular activities and academic transcript. Candidates may also be
required to complete pre-set questions as part of the application process. 

The concept of “unconscious bias” or “hidden bias” is at the forefront of our work. We recognise that
everybody has inherent biases and this means that at times, people are not as open-minded to
difference as we’d like to believe. It is our goal to eliminate any unconscious or hidden bias that
may exist in our review of clerkship applications. Candidate details such as name, address, gender
and secondary school will remain anonymous to us while we review your application.

Shortlisted candidates will be invited to a first round interview and will meet with firm
representatives including a Partner, Lawyer and People & Culture. 

All candidates are also invited to attend an informative Q&A evening whereby applicants can find
out more from Partners and Lawyers, and meet more firm representatives.       

What we are looking for:

At Hall & Wilcox, we are committed to creating a diverse workforce and celebrate the characteristics
that make each individual unique. There is no one “type” of clerk or graduate that we look for,
instead, we value people from different backgrounds, different experiences and with different
perspectives.
Hall & Wilcox are interested in candidates with qualities which align with our Hallmarks and Smarter
Law. Some of these include:

Seasonal Clerkship program application open and close dates:
Monday, 28 June 2021 - Sunday, 15 August 2021.

Get in touch:
Website: https://hallandwilcox.com.au/careers/graduate-and-clerkship-programs/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HallandWilcox/ 

https://hallandwilcox.com.au/careers/opportunities/
https://hallandwilcox.com.au/careers/graduate-and-clerkship-programs/
https://www.facebook.com/HallandWilcox/


































GOOD LUCK
WITH YOUR

APPLICATIONS!






